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Summary 
 
Marthe (nee Hoffnung) Cohn b. May 13, 1920 Metz, France (Jewish community "dating back to 
Middle Ages" as cited by Marthe), Orthodox family, 5th in 8 children (2 brothers, 5 sisters), 
spoke German with parents, spoke French with siblings, rabbi grandfather (founded several 
synagogues, transferred Jewish tombs from Catholic cemetery into Jewish cemetery); attending 
school on Saturdays but not allowed to write; self-identifies as a liberal, had both Jewish & 
Christian friends; attended Lycee de Jeunes Filles school from 1st grade through high school 
grad; experiencing antisemitic taunts from German kids, "Father took belt to them."; with 
increasing antisemitism, family moves to Poitiers, France; brothers join military; Marthe/family 
assist Jewish refugees streaming into town, going south; being Jewish, resists kissing the ring of 
Poitiers bishop; after Russian invasion, German military "turns unfriendly", services to Jews 
stopped; sister arrested because of letter she had signed/sent on behalf of POW the family was 
assisting, Marthe’s father later arrested but released; "The French were very upset with 
German occupation - supportive of the Jews"; attends nursing school; under threat of arrest, 
family escapes to unoccupied France (small village) assisted by boyfriend (medical student 
Jacque Delaunay), non-Jewish member of resistance - his brother (a law student) also assists; 
Marthe credits many Non-Jews with assisting survival, “couldn't have happened otherwise 
because the Germans were so organized"; Jacque, brother, 3 friends arrested (four of them 
executed); discussion re: "Christian duty," a recurring theme among many non-Jews assisting 
Jews; discussion re: Marthe organizing safe passage of entire family with exception of sister still 
imprisoned; in obligation to his cousin, a friend of Marthe's, an antisemitic priest shelters 
Marthe & family in his church; family flees to border, passing French Christian peasants on 
knees praying for their safe passage, “who could have easily alerted Germans”; Marthe's pride 
being able to also assist maternal grandmother to freedom (Ziporah Bleitrach, wife of rabbi, d. 
1951-1952); family arrives safely in Montlucon; Marthe goes to Marseilles to complete nursing 
studies; trouble getting into school because she was Jewish, finally assisted by its Administrator 
Mademoiselle Margnat (a Red Cross school); difficulty entering another nursing school run by 
antisemitic administrator, Marthe appeals to Mademoiselle Margnat who forces Marthe's 
acceptance; initially treated horribly by antisemitic students/administrators until after few 
months, Marthe was able to gain acceptance, even received apologies "You cannot be resentful 
of people who change their mind."; finishes nursing school (1943), learning fiancé had been 
killed; with fake passport (guise as a German), finds private nursing work in Paris (Sept 1943) 
with antisemitic Lucas family (too dangerous to work in a hospital); discussion on sister 
Stephanie, who had been imprisoned in Poitier, later detained at Pithiviers internment camp, 
killed at Auschwitz; memories of American liberation of Paris; joining French Army, recruited 
into intelligence because she spoke German; assigned to French-Moroccan mountain unit, 
Marthe arrested by unit who believed her to be German double spy; discussion on her 
dangerous espionage missions, e.g. having to befriend German soldiers but "able to save many 
lives" in obtaining intelligence on German unit in Black Forest; assignment in Vietnam (3 yrs.); 
mixed emotions 1949 returning to hometown (family's belongings had been stolen); 1953 
meeting future husband in Geneva (medical student); Marthe's mixed thoughts on the 
existence of God; Marthe’s shares family photographs and her son joins interview briefly.  
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